
Martin, Emily, 
and Hudson

...and Makalu 



Thank you for taking the time to learn more about us. We appreciate and 
admire you for considering adoption for your child. Without someone 
like you, we would not be able to grow our family. 

If you select us, please know that we will love your child greatly and 
appreciate that your decision is an act of unconditional love. We want to 
help you realize the dreams and aspirations you have for your child. 
Please know that we are here to support you and wish you the best 
during this challenging journey. 

Thank You



Who We Are

We are both from the Pacific 
Northwest and enjoy being 
outside. You can find us hiking 
year-round in the trails near our 
home, snowshoeing, playing at 
the beach, at the lake or in the 
parks. The other day we decided 
to take a hike not far from our 
house, up to where we could 
watch paragliders take off with 
the view of Mt. Rainier in the 
background.

We go camping each summer. We went on 
a camping trip shortly after we got engaged. 
When we saw our rental campervan we 
both looked at each other and laughed at 
how tiny it was. We knew this would be a 
fun test as a couple to see how two weeks 
would go living in the tiny van together! We 
had so much fun driving to different areas 
and camping out of our van. At one spot we 
were able to drive right up to a gorgeous 
lake with a perfect view. We hope to share 
with your child fun family camping 
adventures each summer.

We look forward to weekend mornings 
where we cherish taking the time to 
relax together. Last weekend, we had 
fun seeing who could make the best 
Mickey Mouse pancakes for breakfast. 
We ended up eating them in a big 
blanket fort we made that took over an 
entire room. The fort was also a perfect 
spot to play games in together… at 
least until it fell down! We enjoyed the 
morning by playing games, reading 
books, and watching a movie snuggled 
together in the fort.  



How We Met

We value our marriage being 
founded on friendship, love, and 
strong communication. We feel that 
the years we had as friends helped 
us form a strong marriage, one 
where we focus on good 
communication with each other. We 
try to instill this in our parenting 
style as well so our son can better 
understand why something may 
have or have not been the right 
choice.

We have been married for 8 years 
and are always finding new ways to 
have fun and make each other laugh. 
One time Martin decided to dress up 
as a gorilla and hand out bananas for 
the Heart Walk charity event in 
Seattle. He not only made us both 
laugh throughout the walk, but he 
helped motivate the walkers and 
made walking several miles fun for 
everyone.

We met in college, through a mutual 
group of friends and were friends 
for several years. Emily likes to tell 
people that it took Martin that long 
to get the courage to ask her out. 
However, the real story is we 
became closer friends over the 
years, but were nervous to date and 
jeopardize our great friendship. 
Then one day, we went out to dinner 
without any of our other friends 
with us, and we both realized it was 
the best date we had ever been on!



Growing our Family

We have always dreamed of having a 
family. With Emily being the youngest 
of 5 kids and Martin the youngest of 3, 
we have valued growing up with our 
siblings. We knew due to infertility, 
conceiving would be difficult and 
adoption would be our path to 
complete our family. We started 
growing our family first by bringing our 
sweet dog, Makalu into our lives who 
was named after one of Martin’s 
favorite mountains he aspired to climb 
growing up.

Shortly after getting Makalu, we were 
ready to embark on our path to 
parenthood. While we struggled with 
infertility, doctors encouraged us to try to 
conceive while also learning more about 
adoption. We surprisingly got pregnant 
with Hudson through fertility treatments 
and using an anonymous sperm donor. 
From that experience, we know love is 
what makes a family and amazing families 
are brought together in all different ways. 

Our journey to further grow our family 
has been difficult. With heavy fertility 
treatments and a donor, we conceived 
again but at 6 months pregnant we lost 
our baby. While we are no longer able 
to conceive, we are not giving up on 
reaching our dream. Adoption is the 
path for us and we can’t wait to 
expand our family. We are excited to 
embark on this opportunity together 
with you should you choose us. 



Meet Emily - By Martin 

Emily grew up in Washington in a Seattle 
suburb. She and her siblings spent many 
days every year at their family lake cabin 
where she developed a passion for the 
outdoors. She learned how to ride a 
snowmobile and cast a fishing pole. Last 
summer, we went to Montana and spent a 
day fly fishing with Hudson. Even though this 
was Emily’s first time fly fishing, she did 
great.

One of Emily’s favorite activities is 
going to her workout class in the 
mornings with her friends and 
sister. She enjoys Barre3 which is 
like yoga where she can challenge 
herself physically and mentally. 
One time the class decided to have 
a “mommy and child” session. Emily 
brought Hudson and they had so 
much fun. Now they even practice 
together at home.

Emily loves to cook and is always creating new, 
healthy recipes for us. She gets Hudson involved 
in cooking dinner and surprising Martin with new 
meals. A few weeks ago she got REALLY creative 
when she noticed that there was a ton of food in 
the fridge. She and Hudson ended up making the 
most amazing stew!

Growing up Emily loved doing art 
projects with her mom and still 
enjoys getting crafty today. She is 
always making cute decorations for 
the holidays, fun signs for the 
house, and loves to paint with 
Hudson. She has a little chalkboard 
she keeps in the kitchen that she 
decorates and makes fun messages 
for the family to enjoy.



Martin grew up with an appreciation for 
mountains and water. This started in his 
hometown that sat on the Puget Sound with the 
Olympic mountain range in the background. 
Martin enjoys showing Hudson how to take in 
Washington’s beautiful scenery. While visiting his 
hometown this past summer, Martin taught 
Hudson some of his favorite childhood beach 
activities of how to find gooey ducks and crabs 
during low tide. 

Martin is ambitious and never gives up. From 
being the first in his family to go to college and 
then grad school, to running marathons, to 
climbing some of the highest mountains in the 
world in an effort to benefit cancer research. 
During one of Martin’s climbs in Africa he was 
able to spend time in the village getting to 
know a local family. They taught him a little of 
their language and shared some of their 
favorite foods and traditions. It was an 
experience Martin will never forget. 

Martin enjoys donating his time to help others. 
When he was a child he won a fight against cancer 
and has since then been focused on giving back. 
He has helped communities around the world 
from building water storage systems in Guatemala 
to bringing medical supplies to hospitals in Africa. 
Martin has also done many speaking engagements 
sharing his personal story of childhood cancer to 
help fundraise for the American Cancer Society.  
Today, Martin works in healthcare to improve 
patient care and helps lead a charitable 
organization that provides a fun summer camp 
experience for children battling cancer. Each 
summer Martin brings us to the camp to visit the 
kids. One time the camp dinner was spaghetti, but 
for fun no one was allowed any silverware. It 
definitely made for a fun experience!

Meet Martin - By Emily 



Hudson is a young, energetic boy who 
loves to play soccer. He plays soccer at 
home in the backyard and with his friends 
on a team. When he plays at home, he 
likes to take turns being goalie. We strive 
to teach him that playing sports is about
teamwork and having fun together. When 
we were out playing this past weekend, 
he kept saying “teamwork mom!” while 
passing the ball.

Hudson enjoys playing with younger 
children and would be an amazing big 
brother to your child. He is very caring 
with younger kids and loves to play with 
them. The other day we were with one of 
Hudson’s friend’s who has an 8 month old 
brother. Hudson sat with the baby for over 
an hour making silly faces and doing 
anything to make the baby laugh. We love 
seeing him play with other younger kids 
and know your child would have a loving 
and fun big brother to share life’s 
experiences with. 

We love to take Hudson to the park. 
While we have a play structure in our 
backyard that he plays on often, it’s 
also super fun to discover new parks 
and play on the toys together. We even 
make a game of it to see if we can visit 
a different park once a week in the 
summer. He usually wants to play tag 
with us or with the friends he makes. 
Your child would get the opportunity to 
visit lots of great nearby parks in our 
area with the support of an older 
brother to play with. 

About Hudson



About Makalu

Makalu is a playful dog who we brought into our family shortly after we 
got married. From the first day we brought him home, he has always been 
a kind and gentle dog. He loves to play and snuggle with us and his toys. 
He is obsessed with playing fetch in our backyard or down by the lake, 
and enjoys going on our family hikes. The other day we gave Makalu 
some new toys which he wanted to play with right away. Hudson played 
fetch with him and then when Makalu was tired he carried all his toys 
over to where we were sitting and decided to snuggle with them.

Makalu has always been 
great with kids of all ages.  
From his early days with us, 
we trained him to be gentle 
around children as he had 
lots of time playing with all 
our nieces and nephews. 
After Hudson was born and 
we came home from the 
hospital, Makalu carefully 
sniffed him and licked his 
toes. He then slept on the 
ground next to Hudson’s 
basinet and peeked in every 
time Hudson made a noise. 
From that moment on, the 
two of them have been best 
buds.



Family & Friends

Even though we live close to each 
other, we also love to vacation 
together. This past winter we 
celebrated Emily’s parent’s 
anniversary by surprising them with 
a family weekend trip at a cabin in 
the mountains. They were so 
touched that everyone came and 
especially when the grandkids gave 
them a puzzle they created of all our 
family photos. We enjoyed staying 
together, putting the puzzle together, 
and playing with the kids in the 
snow.

Hudson’s grandparents love taking him to the 
children’s theater. When he was 3, the first 
show they took him to was “Go Dog Go” which 
he loved. After the show, Grandpa took him to 
the stage to meet the actors who were from all 
around the world, ask them questions, and get 
their autographs. Hudson’s biggest question 
was how they were able to wag their tails! 

Most of our extended family lives within a 30 minute drive. Your child 
would not only have an amazing big brother, but they would grow up with 
5 grandparents, 6 aunts, 6 uncles, and 13 ridiculously fun cousins who 
would play an active role in their life. 



Family & Friends

Our friends come from all different 
cultures, India, Thailand, China, Japan, 
South Africa, Russia, and Israel. We 
enjoy hearing their stories of growing up 
in other countries. Two of them actually 
lived in the same apartment building in 
Russia for 5 years without knowing each 
other. They met later in life through 
mutual friends in Seattle and discovered 
they grew up next to each other on the 
other side of the world! 

Every couple of months we have some 
of our nieces and nephews over for a 
slumber party. The last time a couple 
of them were over they played hide 
and go seek tag throughout the house 
and got into a bin of costumes. They 
even got Martin to dress up. 
Eventually the kids got exhausted and 
settled down to watch the movie 
Ferdinand in the playroom, snuggling 
together in their jammies. 

A couple of our friends were adopted 
as babies. One did not know he was 
adopted until he realized he was not 
the same race as his parents! Not 
knowing his birth story and who his 
birth parents were disrupted his 
relationship with his adopted parents 
and impacted his confidence.  From 
our friend’s story and also from talking 
with those that have adopted, we 
have learned the importance of 
maintaining contact with you as a way 
for your child to understand their 
heritage and the selfless act of love 
you made for them. 



During the spring, we participate in a charity 
event that is dear to our hearts. The event 
benefits The Goodtimes Project which is a 
summer camp that supports children battling 
cancer. It’s meaningful to us because Martin 
attended the camp when he had cancer as a 
child. The camp is a special place where Martin 
felt like he could forget about battling cancer 
for a week and instead focus on being a kid. We 
invite our family and close friends each year to 
the event. One year, Emily’s dad decided 
everyone at our table should wear top hats for 
fun. Since then, it has become a tradition.

Every Friday night we have family game 
night. We make dinner together and 
play board games. Our skills at Jenga 
and Hungry Hungry Hippo have gone to 
an all new level! One time Hudson 
decided to hide the yellow ball in 
Hungry Hungry Hippo so no one could 
find it. Instead of playing the game, we 
ended up laughing as we played hide 
and go seek trying to find the yellow 
ball. We have several traditions like this 
and hope to include your traditions into 
your child’s life as well.

Each summer we go to one of our 
favorite destinations, a local mountain 
resort that feels a little like going to 
summer camp with fun family activities. 
This past summer when we went, we 
took Hudson one evening to roast 
marshmallows at the lodge campfire. 
We had fun trying to build the biggest 
s’more we could which of course ended 
up messy… but so yummy.

Our Traditions



Each year, we go with our extended family 
to cut down Christmas trees, which always 
ends up in a fun game of who can pick out 
the best (or sometimes worst!) tree. This 
past year we found everything from a very 
tiny Charlie Brown tree to a big crooked 
tree, to even a tree with tons of pinecones. 
We had a good laugh seeing them all and 
eventually decided go with one that had 
fewer pinecones and wasn’t so crooked.

On Christmas Eve we have our 
extended family over to have a silly 
gift exchange where we wrap up joke 
gifts and see who ends up with the 
craziest one. One year we wrapped 
up a very ugly sink from the 70s that 
we had ripped out of our house. The 
sink ended up being re-gifted again 
for the next 3 years and it was the 
constant joke of who would have to 
go home with it! 

We spend Christmas morning in our 
jammies at home until we meet up with 
our family in the afternoon. By that time, 
the ugly Christmas sweaters come out 
and we see who has the most ridiculous 
one. Last year, Martin wore one with 
cups attached to in the shape of a 
Christmas tree where the kids would try 
to throw ping pong balls into. It became 
a fun afternoon game for all the kids 
even though Martin may have gotten a 
few ping pong balls thrown mistakenly at 
his head.

Our Holiday Traditions



We live in a country suburb right 
outside Seattle where each house 
has a large yard. Our house is at 
the end of a cul de sac making it 
safe for all the kids to play. The 
houses in our neighborhood back 
up to acres of forest, which allows 
for lots of room to explore and 
play. During the first snow day 
this past winter, the kids all met at 
the neighborhood sledding hill 
and had a blast playing in the 
snow together.

Our neighborhood has access to a small 
lake where we sit on the dock and play in 
the water. The first time we went to the 
lake, we had so much fun throwing the ball 
in the water for our dog to go fetch. Hudson 
loved to throw it as far as he could and see 
our dog bring it back each time. 

Our house has a large lawn in front 
where kids come to play. This past 
Thanksgiving we hosted a neighborhood 
flag football game for all the kids. We 
had cider and a camp fire to keep 
everyone warm while we played for a 
couple hours. During breaks, we 
enjoyed hearing about the different 
holiday traditions in our neighborhood. 
One family shared with us how they tie 
in the traditional Thanksgiving recipes 
along with a few of their family Indian 
dishes. The day was so much fun that 
we hope to make it an annual tradition. 

Our Neighborhood & Community



While we love living in the country 
suburbs, we also feel lucky to still be 
easily accessible to Seattle. We visit 
the city to enjoy our favorite foods 
and outdoor market. This past year 
some of our friends introduced us to a 
great authentic Moroccan restaurant, 
Marrakesh. We enjoyed a variety of 
new types of foods such as Couscous 
Tfaya and Breka, cultural techniques 
to eating the food, and traditional 
Moroccan entertainment throughout 
our meal. 

Seattle has an amazing arts and music 
scene and we enjoy going to concerts. 
This past summer we took Hudson to 
his first concert that was outdoors and 
family friendly. We saw Vance Joy and 
he still talks about it today. We 
appreciate the value music and art 
brings for a child’s development. We 
will share our love for music with your 
child and bring them to more family 
friendly concerts.

On the weekends we like to visit 
our favorite rock climbing gym 
with our friends. We enjoy getting 
a good family workout in and 
teaching Hudson how to climb. We 
even celebrated Hudson’s last 
birthday there with his friends.

Every year we get tickets to 
attend our school’s college 
football games. This past season 
the kids were really into wearing 
all the fan gear and rooting the 
team on. 

The Best Of Both Worlds



Martin leads healthcare operations for a 
large health system, and Emily is in 
marketing for a communications agency. 
Emily works part-time, only 3 days a week 
and frequently from home. We both have 
very flexible work schedules where we are 
able to manage our own days and work 
from home as needed. 

We are grateful that we both are 
able to be home each night for 
dinner where we sit down as a 
family. Martin uses this time to 
share his latest “dad” joke that 
somehow always makes us laugh. 
Last night his joke was, “what’s blue 
but not as heavy?......light blue.” Oh 
my it’s soooo bad! Hudson loves the 
jokes and now asks for them at 
every dinner. After dinner, we love 
to read books together.

On the days when we are both at 
work, your child would be cared 
for in our home. With Emily 
working part-time, she would be 
able to be home most of the 
week. Some of the activities she 
and Hudson enjoy on her days 
home are going to the park, the 
zoo, and the Children’s Museum.

A Day In Our Life



Thank you so much for taking the time to learn more about our family. 
We are honored you took interest in understanding more about our life 
and our love. We value the courageous decision you are making and can 
only imagine the emotions you are experiencing. We have tremendous 
respect for the path you are embarking on and we hope our book has 
given you the insight you were seeking into our lives and hopefully the 
potential life for your child. We are honored you are considering us as 
potential adoptive parents.

We are fully committed to adoption and hope to live our dream of 
growing our family. If you choose to travel this journey with us, 
maintaining contact throughout your child’s life to your comfort level 
will be a priority for us. Please also know that we will always hold a 
special place in our hearts for you and we will share that special place 
with your child so they always know the amazing sacrifice you made for 
them. 

Thank you again and we hope to hear from you soon!

Until We Meet…


